"Upper"):
(6) C2,1 * C2,1 + a. A~,2Bl,l (GEMM) (7) C2,2~B.CZ,2 + a. A2,2B2,2 (SYMM) (8) CZ,2 e CZ,2 + a. A~,2Bl, z (
. where a and /3 are scalars; C is an n X n symmetric matrix (only the upper or lower triangular parts are updated); and A is an n X k matrix in the first case and an k x n matrix in the second case.
We consider the following case (corresponding to "Upper," and "No transpose"):
Again, the symmetric rank-k update is expressed as a sequence of SYRK for updating the diagonal blocks and GEMM for the other blocks. The updates of the submatrices of C can be performed independently.
2.6 Subroutine SYR2K SYR2K performs one of the symmetric rank-2k operations:
where a and p are scalars; C is an n x n symmetric matrix (only the upper or lower triangular parts are updated); and A and B are n x k matrices in the first case and k x n matrices in the second case. (1) Cl,l + /3.C1,1 + a. Al,lB;,l 
Subroutine SYMM
We present in Table I and Table II 
Performance on the CRAY-2
The CRAY SCILIB Library provides a complete set of highly tuned Level-3 BLAS kernels.
Therefore, we always use the CRAY kernels. Our intention was only to prove the portability of our blocked Level-3 BLAS implementa-. 189 
